
SCAR Talon Ambi 45/90 Safety Selector

Installation Instructions

Please read all instructions thoroughly before and during install to gain a complete

understanding of the parts and process.

The OEM FN Scar selector detent and spring are reused! The larger detent and spring (if)

provided in packaging is for an AR15 and not needed.

Be smart! Remove all ammo from your workspace to avoid being a statistic.

Tools: Small flathead screwdriver | Paperclip or provided tool | Patience | FN Scar

Difficulty: 4/10

0. Start by gaining access to the trigger housing by removing the lower receiver. With the

hammer forward, remove the OEM safety selector by using a small flat head screwdriver to

remove the set screws in the side of the OEM levers and gently pull off the levers. Remove the

center shaft from the right towards the left side of the receiver. The selector detent and spring

will remain in the lower receiver.

1. Install the desired size safety lever onto the left side of the center shaft by inserting the spring

then small detent into the center shaft and then sliding the lever onto the shaft until it clicks into

place. Carefully press on the detent with a paperclip (or provided tool) while sliding the lever

into place.

- Note; The left side of the center shaft is the side that's completely circular. Orientation (45/90 &

up/down) of the lever isn't important during this step, you can adjust it later in step 3.

2. Next install that selector-center bar assembly you made in step 1 from the left side of the

receiver inwards. Use the small flathead from before to press the selector detent down while

rotating the assembly inwards until it's all the way through the right side of the receiver.

- Note: The Selector detent sits inside the right side of the receiver under the trigger spring. The

trickiest part is getting the center shaft over this selector detent. Having the hammer forward

greatly assists installation during this step

- Note: Once installed onto the selector detent; if the assembly is not at the desired 45 or 90

degree angle of throw, remove the safety assembly from the detent and rotate it 180 degrees,

then reinstall.

3. Once the assembly is in the receiver at the desired 45/90 degree throw, install the right side

lever with the spring and detent (just like in step 1). If needed; adjust the left lever orientation

by removing the lever and re-installing it. To remove the lever: press the detent in the center of

the selector lever and slide off of the center shaft.

4.Perform a trigger safety functions test - reinstall lower onto your firearm - Enjoy selectors!


